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332                     COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
with the excavated material, shall be done by the contractor, and shall be covered by the price paid for excavation.
B—No allowance shall be made on account of slope to sides of excavations where the same are made in material already compacted, the contractor being expected, as above specified, to carry down the excavation to the proper depth, and to protect the same by sheeting and bracing. Where excavations are required to be made in loose or uncompacted material (including sand or sandy soil), the engineer in charge shall make a proper allowance for slope in such material, and shall measure all material removed in making such slope, as a portion of the excavation. The price paid for sheeting, bracing, etc., is to include the whole value of the material, the same being left in                     j,
the work, if necessary, either as a mold for the concrete founda-" tion, or as a protection against caving, during the process of excavation or of putting in the concrete.                                                      f
C—If the contractor deposits any excavated material where                    !
it will obstruct the water-way or ditches adjacent to railroad                    |
embankments, or in any place not fully approved by the engineer in charge, he shall, at his own expense, remove the same                    ; before the completion of the work, and place it as may be directed by the engineer, or if the same is not done promptly upon the request of the engineer or inspector in charge of the work, it may be  done by the  railroad  company's  employees,  and                     { charged to the contractor and deducted from his estimates.
D—Excavation shall be classified as follows:
a.    Dry excavation, including all materials which can be                   j handled without pumping, and with which no water is mixed.                   I
b.    Wet excavation, including all material removed from                   ! cofferdams or pits, where pumping is required, or where water                   ; accumulates, either by seepage or from floods occurring during
the progress of the work. The price paid for wet excavation is intended to cover the cost of all pumping which may be required, and shall include furnishing such pumping machinery as may be necessary for the work.
Where there is a rock foundation within reasonable distance below the surface of the ground, the excavation shall be carried down to the rock, and the surface of the same shall be                   i
roughly leveled either throughout the whole area of the founda-                   ?
tion, or by making steps or benches at  different elevations,                   w
separated by vertical risers; all loose rock, shale, clay, mud, etc., being removed before putting in the foundation concrete. Should water enter freely along the surface of the rock, the foundation may be prepared in sections, the concrete being filled in upon the rock surface, as each section is prepared for the same.

